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What’s Stand
by Me UK?

Preventative:

Tackles hate at the earliest stage.

Sustainable:

Stand by Me UK empowers people to tackle hate
and assist victims through safe bystander
interventions. We train people in England, Scotland
and Wales. For free.
Hateful behaviour is a problem in our society. In the last few
years we have seen an increase in acts of hate happening in
public spaces.
Stand by Me makes a difference as it provides practical
ways of responding to hate. It empowers bystanders to act
and make their communities safer. It also shows that
helping victims can be safe.
Stand by Me UK is delivered with support from Google.org.

Offers long-lasting solutions, which
build capacity and skills in the
community or organisation.

Empowering:

Builds conﬁdence to intervene.

Versatile:

Develops transferable skills, which
can be applied in other community
safety situations

Accessible:

Uses memorable frameworks for
maximum impact.

You'll always know
what to do.
Our one-day bystander intervention training
encapsulates everything you need to challenge
hate in your community or organisation.
• Gain the knowledge of hate crime reporting
systems and why people don’t intervene.
• Develop strategies and practical skills to act
safely.
• Work on real-life case studies to practice safe
interventions.
• Receive a certificate and resources.

Guaranteed results.
Our pilot project evaluations shows:
110% increased knowledge of
bystander interventions.
99% more conﬁdence to
intervene.
102% more likely to report hate
crime.

Stand by Me
provides essential,
actionable training
to unite us against
hate.
-Charlotte Moeyens, Networks
and Civic Action Manager,
Institute for Strategic
Dialogue

About us
We are Communities Inc - a social enterprise tackling hate
crime and inequalities.

We are the leading provider in bystander intervention training
in the UK. Since 2016 we have been seeking to inspire
individuals and communities to play their role in standing up to
hate.
We have presented our Stand by Me work at events such as the
United National General Assembly in New York, World
Conference on Community Development in Ireland and the
European Forum for Urban Security conference in Barcelona.
We’ve worked with many organisations and authorities,
including West Midlands Police, Waltham Forest Council,
London, and Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust.
To learn more about our work visit www.communitiesinc.org.uk

Communities
Inc
Winners of the 'Upstanding Organisation
Award 2016' at National Hate Crime Awards

Interested? Get in touch!
Does Stand by Me UK sound like something you’d like to bring to your
community or organisation? If you would like to book, discuss availability,
timescales or simply ask additional questions, please email us at
training@communitiesinc.org.uk

For more information about our bystander intervention work, please visit the
Stand by Me website www.standbyme.uk

To stay up to date with our offer, follow us on social media:

